PAPER CHASE

"One, process server in town lights a paper bag at the back door and yells 'Fire, fire, fire.' Another guy throws firecrackers at the door to get them out. I don't want to make my associates sound bad. They aren't. They're businessmen."
Letters

STRAIGHT FROM THE HIP

Dear Chairman:

Chairman, I'm writing to express my support for the proposed building of a new stadium for the San Diego Chargers. As a lifelong fan of the team, I believe it is crucial for the city to have a modern facility to attract visitors and maintain a strong fan base. The Chargers have been a part of San Diego's history for years, and a new stadium would provide an opportunity to create a lasting legacy for the team.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

Dear Chairman,

I am writing to express my concern regarding the proposed building of a new stadium for the San Diego Chargers. As a resident of San Diego, I believe the city should prioritize investing in other areas, such as education and infrastructure, rather than building a stadium for a professional sports team. The cost of such a project could divert resources from other critical needs in the community.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
SINGLES... DIRECT FROM THEIR LAS VEGAS TOUR EXCURSION EXCLUSIVE 2 WEEK ENGAGEMENT

GOLDEN GATE 4255 THIRD STREET 292-3601

50's MUSIC
KIMBERLY NIGHT CLUB
U.S. MILITARY BASES
31 PITCHERS
HUNGRY FOR A GOOD TIME
SUNSHINE JAM

FREE WITH SUPPORTING ACT
The Skyroom

MARK ALMOND

Little Savarion

Bob's Kip

el Cortez

Los Angeles Concerts

THAT'S RIGHT KIDS!!
ALL YOU SLEEPY HEARTS
COME ON... DRINKS

AND PRIZES FOR THE
1 MOST PROVOCATIVE OUTFIT & 2 THE MOST COMFORTABLE TUX

SUP INTO YOUR FAVORITE PALS AND Cuddle UP AT

FOGG'S SUTLER
Music Scene

Clubs

Munchies Saloon

Four Free Concerts! Well, almost!

Food Sizzle

All Sorts of Sports

Two Nights Only

"San Diego Encounters of the Year, 1975"

Athena Market

Wally's Diesel

Bostwick Ballroom
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Sports

Music

Special Events

Dance

Galleries

Film

Lectures

Theatre
Movies

Duncan Shepherd

The motion picture industry has long been a source of escape, a way to momentarily leave behind the stresses of daily life and immerse oneself in the stories and characters of the silver screen. In this issue of Movies, we explore a variety of films that offer different perspectives on life, offering a glimpse into the human experience through the art of cinema.
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Movies

MOVIE THEATERS

BODY ROVERS

SUPER SALE in fashion
PANTS from $4
SHIRTS from $5
STARTS JULY 29
Pacific Beach store only

Enjoying money Boogie

"Get involved in a new kind of wave-riding experience! The Money Boogie combines elements of board and body surfing to create a thrill which is different from either and brings you right in close to the same where you feel its pulse and power. The Boogie's softness and flexibility makes it ideal for the beginner as well as the experienced surfer. It is also $9 to the price of a surfboard and will really last. So forget wax, ding, carpet racks and "No Surfing Area" hassles, and get into a Money Boogie."
$76
for a full year's membership
to Cabrillo Athletic Club.

GOOD THROUGH AUGUST 19, 1975

WANTED

WE BUY JUNK CARS

$50 and up

WE BUY JUNK CARS

Lawyer's Assistant

10% commission on all sales

141 WESTERN WEAR

Selection of sizes & styles

HALCYON

French Quarter Restaurant

New Orleans Style Cuisine

$3.95

A NEW WAY TO BUY A CAR or TRUCK

The Prophet

1705 Russel

293-8500